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ReseaRch aRticle

Aumann and Serrano’s economic index of risk  
for sums of gambles
 Minqiang Li1*

abstract: We study Aumann and Serrano’s (2008) risk index for sums of gambles 
that are not dependent. If the dependent parts are similarly ordered, then the risk 
index of the sum is always larger than the minimum of the risk indices of the two 
gambles. For negative dependence, the risk index of the sum is always smaller than 
the maximum. The above results agree with our intuitions of risk diversification well. 
These result points out another attractive property of Aumann and Serrano’s risk  
index. These properties are potentially useful for risk assessment purposes of 
financial securities.
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1. introduction
Aumann and Serrano (2008) proposed an index of riskiness that assigns to each gamble a single 
fixed number. We study sums of gambles that are not necessarily independent. We show that if the 
dependent parts of two gambles are similarly ordered, or more generally positively quadrant  
dependent, then the risk index of the sum of two gambles is always larger than the minimum of the 
risk indices of the two gambles. For negative dependence, the risk index of the sum is always small-
er than the maximum of the two risk indices. The above results agree with our intuitions well. For 
example, the result for negative dependence agrees with our intuition of risk diversification. Thus, 
this result can be considered another attractive property of Aumann and Serrano’s risk index.
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puBLIC InTErEST STATEMEnT
A general problem in economics and finance is 
how people behave when faced with uncertainty. 
Traditionally, this is analyzed using tools such as 
expected utility. Recently, Aumann and Serrano’s 
(2008) propose a different angle of looking at the 
risks by proposing a risk index. This paper analyzes 
this risk index in more detail and shows many of 
its attractive properties. These new results deep 
our understanding of risk diversification and have 
implications on real-life issues such as derivatives 
hedging, insurance contract design, etc.
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2. sums of additive gambles
A gamble g is a random variable defined on a probability space (Ω, ,ℙ) such that �g is finite and 
positive and ℙ(g < 0) > 0. unlike Aumann and Serrano (2008), we do not assume that g takes only 
finitely many values. Furthermore, we do not assume that g is bounded or has a continuous density 
function. See Li (2014) for more discussions. The risk index R(g) is the unique positive solution (if  
exists) of 
 

Considering sums of gambles are useful in practice. For example, an investor’s portfolio might 
consist of different positions, each considered a different gamble. It might be useful to be able to get 
some quick idea of the riskiness of the whole portfolio given the riskiness of the components and 
their dependence structure. From a financial engineering point of view, many new financial products 
can be thought of as the result of adding gambles (such as sector index funds) or splitting a gamble 
into many others (such as collateralized mortgage obligations).

In the following, we will always assume that g+h is a well-defined gamble for two gambles g  
and h. Aumann and Serrano (2008) show that the riskiness (and thus the attractiveness) of g+h al-
ways lies between those of g and h. We examine sums of additive gambles more closely. We will 
generalize (5.8.1) of Aumann and Serrano to situations where we do not necessarily have independ-
ence. It turns out that in line with our intuition, if two gambles g and h are positively dependent (in 
senses presented rigorously in propositions 2 and 3), then the risk index of the gamble g+h cannot 
be smaller than the minimum of the risk indices of g and h. on the other hand, the risk index of  
the gamble g+h cannot be larger than the maximum of the risk indices of g and h if we have negative 
dependence.

The following proposition is a straightforward generalization of the results in Aumann and Serrano 
(2008) to arbitrary number of additive gambles.

proposition 1 Let gi where i=1,… ,N be N additive gambles. 

(1) (Subadditivity) Let 𝜆i >0 for i=1,… ,N, then

 

(2)  If all gambles are independent, the riskiness of 
∑N

i=1 gi lies between the minimum riskiness and 
the maximum riskiness. That is,

 

Proof Statement 1 in the special two gambles case has been proven using the convexity of the 
exponential function in Aumann and Serrano (2008) by Sergiu hart. The general statement follows 
from induction and the homogeneity of the risk index. Below we give another proof based on gener-
alized hölder’s inequality (see, e.g. Finner, 1992, or Kuptsov, 2001). For any k=1,… ,N, let 
pk=
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This proves the subadditivity. The equality obtains if and only if all the gi’s are multiples of each 
other. Statement 2 follows from (5.8.1) in Aumann and Serrano (2008) and induction.  □

The independence assumption in the second statement is quite strong for actual applications. For 
example, the profit/loss of a call option (viewed as a gamble) is positively correlated with that of a 
digital call option, and negatively correlated with that of a put option. The following proposition 
gives some partial results when we do not have independence.

proposition 2 We have the following statements for sums of additive gambles: 

(1)  Suppose there exists a random variable Z such that g1 and g2 are both nonincreasing functions 
(or both nondecreasing) in Z, then R(g1+g2) ≥ min(R(g1),R(g2)). More generally, suppose 
there exist N+1 independent random variables g̃i (i=1,… ,N) and Z, such that gi− g̃i are all 
nonincreasing functions (or all nondecreasing) in Z, then R

�∑N

i=1 gi

�
≥mini R(gi).

(2)  Suppose there exists a random variable Z such that g1 is nonincreasing in Z and g2 is nonde-
creasing in Z (or vice versa), then R(g1+g2) ≤ max (R(g1),R(g2)). More generally, suppose 
there exists three independent random variables g̃1, g̃2 and Z, such that g1− g̃1 is a nonincreas-
ing function in Z while g2− g̃2 is nondecreasing in Z (or vice versa), then 
R(g1+g2) ≤ max (R(g1),R(g2)).

Proof The main ingredient for the proof is Čebyšev’s algebraic inequality (see Mitrinović, pečarić, & 
Fink, 1992, or Theorem 236 in hardy, Littlewood, & pólya, 1934), which was used by Merton in his 
development of portfolio selection theory (Merton, 1990, p. 25). It states that if f1 and f2 are two 
random variables both nonincreasing (or nondecreasing) functions in Z, then cov (f1, f2)≥0, and 
cov (f1, f2)≤0 if one is nonincreasing and the other nondecreasing.

For statement 1, we prove the more general conclusion. Let 𝛽 >0, then by independence, 

 

The product of two positive nonincreasing functions is still nonincreasing. The same is true for non-
decreasing functions. Thus, by repeated use of Čebyšev’s algebraic inequality, we have

 

putting the above two equations together, we have by independence again 

 

now let �=maxi �(gi), then �e−�
∑N

i=1 gi ≥1 since �e−�gi ≥1 for all i=1,… ,N. Thus, 
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The proof for statement 2 is similar and thus omitted.  □
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An interesting application of the above proposition is the following. Let g1 and g2 be multivariate 
normally distributed gambles with positive means �1 and �2, variances �21 and �22 and correlation coef-
ficient �. We already know that when �=0, min (R(g1),R(g2)) ≤ R(g1+g2) ≤ max (R(g1),R(g2)) by 
proposition 1. proposition 2 above allows us to draw conclusions when �≠0. Through a gram–Schmidt 
orthogonalization, we see that when 𝜚<0, we have min (R(g1),R(g2)) ≤ R(g1+g2) ≤ R(g1)+R(g2). 
When 𝜚<0, we have R(g1+g2) ≤ max (R(g1),R(g2)). With some elementary but interesting alge-
bra, these statements can be verified explicitly since we have R(gi)=�2i ∕�i for i=1,2, and 

 

When dealing with the sum of two gambles, proposition 2 can be further generalized. Two random 
variables X and Y are said to be positively quadrant dependent (Lehmann, 1966) if for any x and y we 
have

 

We say X and Y are negatively quadrant dependent if the above equation reverses sign. Intuitively, 
X and Y are positively quadrant dependent if the probability that they are simultaneously small (or 
simultaneously large) is at least as great as it would be if they were independent. In proposition 2, 
the dependent parts of g1 and g2, namely g1− g̃1 and g2− g̃2, are assumed to be concordant (or in 
another terminology, similarly ordered). The positive quadrant dependence is a weaker notion than 
concordance. Concordance implies positive quadrant dependence but the reverse is not true. The 
proposition below shows that we can replace the concordance with positive quadrant dependence.

proposition 3 We have the following statements for sums of additive gambles: 

(1)  Suppose g1 and g2 are positively quadrant dependent, then R(g1+g2) ≥ min (R(g1),R(g2)). 
More generally, suppose there exist independent random variables g̃1, g̃2, such that g̃1 and g̃2 
are both independent with g1− g̃1+g2− g̃2. If g1− g̃1 and g2− g̃2 are positively quadrant de-
pendent, then R(g1+g2) ≥ min (R(g1),R(g2)).

(2)  Suppose g1 and g2 are negatively quadrant dependent, then R(g1+g2)≤max(R(g1),R(g2)). 
More generally, suppose there exist independent random variables g̃1, g̃2, such that g̃1 and g̃2 
are both independent with g1− g̃1+g2− g̃2. If g1− g̃1 and g2− g̃2 are negatively quadrant de-
pendent, then R(g1+g2)≤max(R(g1),R(g2)).

Proof A very useful characterization states that two random variables X and Y are positively quad-
rant dependent if and only if cov (s(X),t(Y))≥0 for all nondecreasing functions of s and  such that 
the integrals in the covariance are well-defined. notice that g1− g̃1 and g2− g̃2 are positively quad-
rant dependent, then so are e−�(g1−g̃1) and e−�(g2−g̃2). The proof is almost exactly the same as that of 
proposition 2 for N=2. Instead of relying on Čebyšev’s algebraic inequality, we use the characteriza-
tion result for positive quadrant dependence.  □

As one example of applying the above proposition, let S1, S2 and S3 be three independent random 
variables standing for three future financial quantities. Let g1≡max(S1+S2−K1, 0)−p1 be the profit 
or loss of a spread option with strike price K1 and price p1. Similarly for g2≡max(S1+S3−K2, 0)−p2.  
Assume that the strike prices and option prices are such that g1 and g2 are gambles. Then by  
Example 1. (iv) in Lehmann (1966), g and h are positively quadrant dependent. proposition 3 then tells 
us that R(g1+g2) ≥ min (R(g1),R(g2)).

(9)R(g1+g2)=
�21 +�22 +2��1�2

�1+�2

(10)ℙ(X ≤ x, Y ≤ y)≥ℙ(X≤x)ℙ(Y ≤y)
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3. conclusion
We study in more detail sums of gambles that are not necessarily independent. In particular, we 
show that if the dependent parts of two gambles are positively quadrant dependent, then the risk 
index of the sum of two gambles is always larger than the minimum of the risk indices of the two 
gambles. For negative dependence, the risk index of the sum is always smaller than the maximum 
of the two risk indices.
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